
China Stainless Steel Casing Manufactuer 

NINGBO CITY XINLEI METAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES CO., LTD. precision casting center is located at 

Yinjiang town, Ningbo city, there is only two minutes to NINGBO-JINHUA expressway entrance by car. The 

company who armed with 20% technocrats of staff professionally designs and makes precise casting parts.  

The technology of investment pattern precision casting is extensively used in the lines of aerospace, 

automobile, vessel, knitting machine, electron, chemical industry etc, which has features of high dimension 

shape. The products done by this technology are the best substitutes of forging ones.  

We master investment pattern casting and precise steel sand mould to meat various demands of different 

customers, and have the ability to produce all kinds of cast steel, cast iron, high alloy steel, low alloy steel, heat 

resistant cast steel, stainless steel, corrosion resistant steel,aluminium alloy etc. The annual output of us 

achieves 3000 tons which are sold to USA, TAIWAN, and AUSTRALIA etc and are popular in both domestic 

and a broad. The advanced equipment and great processing capability certify to the facts that we have the 

ability to do machine processing and produce processing together for customers.  

We always keep the corporation faith of ?¡people foremost, hard working and innovation?¡ , offer high 

quality service to our customer. And we also take ?¡scientific management, satisfying customer?¡  as the quality 

standard,?¡  pay attention to every detail?¡  as the corporation spirit in our daily working.  

Warmly welcome the people from all of the world to join us, a bright and happy future is waiting for 

everybody.  

if you want to know more products of stainelss steel casting etc,please visite our 

site:www.xinlei-casting.comss 

 Headquarters:Ningbo Xinlei Metal Electric Appliances Co.,Ltd Precision Casting Center  

 Add.: Yinjiang Town,Yinzhou Section,Ningbo ,Zhejiang, China  
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 Pc : 310007  

 Tel. : +86-574-88033811 88035811  

 Fax: +86-574-88035800  

 E-mail: xinlei@xinlei-casting.com  

 WebSite :www.xinlei-casting.com  
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